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Conţinutul cursului:
Introduction.
Understanding the negotiation
Principles and concepts of negotiation
Characteristics of Negotiations
Stages of Negotiation.
Interpersonal Relations.
Negotiation Strategies and Styles.
Negotiation Techniques and Tactics.
Intercultural Negotiation .
Finalităţi de studiu:
This course will familiarize the student with various negotiation approaches and styles, including knowledge
of competitive negotiation techniques and effective responses. The students will: Understand and develop
effective strategies for each stage of a negotiation; Explore adversarial and collaborative bargaining ;
Understand ethical responsibilities of the lawyer representative; Learn techniques for concluding a negotiation
successfully, including crafting durable and enforceable agreements ; Identify cross-cultural challenges that
can arise in negotiations; Enhance communication skills, emphasizing effective use of listening, persuasion
and relationship-building ; Develop personal grounding techniques and understand how grounding increases
efficacy in negotiations ; Strengthen creative ability to expand the range of options for resolving a dispute and
to become good negotiators and to represent clients effectively in both transactional and dispute resolution
settings, and achieving their business goals ; to develop effective approaches to conducting business and
reaching agreement in international business negotiation.
Students will be introduced to cross-cultural communication styles, national business expectations, and
political interests that may diverge from the familiar and can often impede cross-border agreements.
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Links:
1.
Harvard programes on negotiations http://www.pon.harvard.edu/category/daily/businessnegotiations.
2.
Business know-how http://www.businessknowhow.com/marketing/businessnegotiation.htm
3.
Art of Negotiation http://www.huffingtonpost.com/maryellen-tribby/negotiation_b_3605194.html
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Negotiating what you want https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MXFpOWDAhvM
How to negotiate https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCmvMDrCWjs
The Art of Negotiation https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pjlPgJ1wBdM
What the do not teach in business school https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mHVJF9VaWfo

